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Job Re-grading, Real Wages, and the Cycle* 
 
This paper makes use of the British New Earnings Survey Panel Dataset between 1976 and 
2010. It consists of individual-level payroll data and comprises a random sample of 1% of the 
entire male and female labor force. About two-thirds of within- and between-company moves 
involve job re-grading (measured at 3-digit occupation level) while one-third of movers retain 
their job titles. We find that the real wages of both male and female workers who change job 
titles within companies are significantly more procyclical than job stayers. This lends support 
to the predicted procyclical real wage effects of the Reynolds-Reder-Hall job re-grading 
hypothesis. On the extensive margin, title changers and title retainers who move jobs 
between companies exhibit the same degrees of wage cyclicality and these are considerably 
greater than for job stayers. 
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(1)        E ∆ 1 ∑ ∆ ∑ ∆  
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6    
using WLS, with the second stage given by  











































































































































































Table 1  Descriptive statistics, NESPD 1976-2010 




Job stayers % share of total observations 
 
91.6 90.5 
Job movers % share of total observations 
 
8.4 9.5 
Internal movers % share of total observations 
 
4.2 5.1 
External movers % share of total observations 
 
4.2 4.4 
Title changers % of all job movers 
 
67.1 61.9 
Title changers % share of internal moves 
 
63.2 57.8 
Title changers % share of external moves 
 
71.0 66.8 
Average age (median age) 
 
40.4 (40) 37.7 (37) 
∆lnW: stayers (standard deviation) 
 
0.025 (0.139) 0.033 (0.120) 
∆lnW: internal title changers (standard deviation) 
 
0.061 (0.196) 0.080 (0.170) 
∆lnW : internal title retainers (standard deviation) 
 
0.063 (0.189) 0.075 (0.158)  
∆lnW : external title changers (standard deviation) 
 
0.074 (0.271) 0.090 (0.233) 
∆lnW : external title retainers(standard deviation) 
 

























































64.5  70.3  61.0  63.1 
Average age of movers who change job title 
 


















60‐65  60‐65  60‐65  60‐65 
Internal movers, changed job title 
 
55‐60  50‐55  50‐55  45‐50 
External movers, same job title 
 
65‐70  65‐70  65‐70  60‐65 
External movers, changed job title 
 





















































Step 1 observations  1,802,517    912,129   
























































Step 1 observations  1,803,570    912,997   


















































































Step 1 observations  1,791,581    905.984   
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